REVIVO 140
REVIVO 125
Assembly instructions

1. TECHNICAL DATA
Amount of Fuel

Packaging
Nominal load

Part load

Amount of fuel

~1,3 kg*

~0,6 kg*

Burn time at full pellet
hopper

~40 h*

~70 h*

*Practical values may vary depending on pellet quality.
Note
Pellet consumption depends on the size of the pellets. The larger
the pellets, the slower the feed and vice versa.

Heating power range

[kW]

2,5 - 6

Room heating capacity (depending on
house insulation)

[m3]

50 - 160

[kg/h]

0,6 - 1,3

Pellet container capacity REVIVO 140*

[l]/[~kg]

76 /~50

Pellet container capacity REVIVO 125*

[l]/[~kg]

62 /~40

Electric supply

[V]/[Hz]

230/50

[W]

~ 20

Fuse

[A]

2,5 AT

Efficiency

[%]

92,1

CO2

[%]

Average electrical input

12,2

CO-emission on 13% O2

[mg/m ]

53

Dust emission

[mg/m ]

24,5

[g/s]

3,7

Exhaust temperature

[°C]

148

Chimney draft requirement

[Pa]

3

Exhaust

The packaging of your new stove provides excellent protection
against damage. However damage to the stove and accessories
may still occur during transport.
Note
Therefore please check your stove on receipt for damage and
completeness! Report any deficiencies to your dealer immediately!
Pay particular attention during unpacking that the stone panels
remain intact. Scratches to the material can easily occur. Stone
panels are excluded from the warrant.
The packaging of your new stove is environmentally neutral to a
great extent.

Technical data

Fuel consumption

Your first impression is important to us!
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*The capacity in kg may deviate due to different pellet bulk
densities.
The owner of small firing systems or the person authorised for the
small firing system is to keep the technical documentation and is to
submit it to the authorities or the chimney sweep on request.
Note
Please observe the national and European standards as well as
local regulations concerning the installation and operation of
firing installations!

Tip
The wood used in the packaging has not been surface treated.
The cardboard and film (PE) can be disposed of via the municipal
waste collection for recycling.

Electrical connection
The stove is supplied with an approx. 2 m long connecting cable with
a shock-proof plug. This cable is to be connected to a 230 Volt/50 Hz
socket. The average electrical power consumption is approx. 20 Watt
in heating operation and approx. 150 Watt during automatic ignition.
The connection cable must be laid in a way that there is no contact
to any sharp edges or hot surfaces of the stove.

2. INSTALLING THE STOVE

Note
Please observe the regional safety and building regulations. Please
contact your master chimney sweep in this context.
Note
Only use heat-resistant sealing materials as well as corresponding
sealing strips, heat-resistant silicon and rock wool.
Note
Also take care that the flue does not project into the free crosssection of the chimney.
Note
In case of room-air independent operation the stove pipe
connections must be tightly sealed permanently. Use a heat-proof
silicon to position the stove pipe on the conical supports of the flue
tube nozzles and for insertion in the chimney flue lining.

Connecting to a steel chimney
The connection must be calculated and shown with EN13384‑1
and EN13384‑2.
Use only insulated (double) stainless steel tubes (flexible aluminum
or steel tubes are not permitted).
An inspection door for regular inspection and cleaning must be
present.
The flue pipe connection to the chimney has to be air-tight.

Combustion air
Every combustion process requires oxygen from the surrounding air.
This so-called combustion air is removed from the living are in the
case of individual stoves without external air connections.
This air removed must be replaced in the living space. Very tightly
sealed windows and doors in modern flats may mean that too little
air replaces that used. The situation also becomes problematical due
to additional venting in flats (e.g. in the kitchen or WC). If you cannot
feed in external combustion air, then air the room several times a
day to prevent negativce pressure in the room or poor combustion.

Feeding in external combustion air
Note
The stove should not be pushed on unprotected floors.
Tip
Strong corrugated cardboard, cardboard or e.g. old carpet is useful
to assist assembly and as a base. The stove can also be pushed on
this cardboard or carpet.

only for devices which are able to run in room-air independent
operation.
Q

Combustion air must be fed to the stove from outside via a sealed
pipe for operation independent of the room air. According to
EnEV, it must be possible to shut off the combustion air pipe. The
open/closed setting must be clearly recognisable.

Q

Connect at the air intake either a pipe Ø 125 mm for log wood and
combi stoves, or Ø 50 mm or Ø 60 mm for pellet stoves. Fix it with
a hose clamp (not included!). At pellet stoves with longer intake
pipes than 1 m the diameter should be increased to 100 mm. (see
RIKA range).

Q

To ensure sufficient air intake, the intake pipe should not exceed
max. 4 metres and have max. 3 bends.

Q

If the line leads outside it must have a windbreak.

Q

In extreme cold pay attention to icing on the air intake opening
(check).

We recommend original flue pipes from RIKA for proper connection.

Connection to the chimney
Q

The device must be connected to a flue that is approved for solid
fuels and is insensitive to moisture. The moisture insensitivity may
vary if the flue calculation results in a dry operation. The chimney
must have a diameter of min. 100 mm for pellet stoves and
130 mm -150 mm for log wood stoves depending on the diameter
of the flue pipes.

Q

Avoid long flue pipes to the chimney. The horizontal length of the
flue pipe should not exceed 1.5 metres.

Q

It is also possible to suction in combustion air directly from
another sufficiently vented room (e.g. cellar).

Q

Avoid to many bends of the flue gas pipes. There should not be
more than 3 bends in the exhaust pipe.

Q

The combustion air pipe must be tightly connected (adhesive or
cement) permanently to the air nozzles of the stove.

Q

Please use a connection with a cleaning opening.

Q

Q

Connections must be made of metal and must meet the
requirements of the standard (install the connections airtight).

If you do not use the stove for a long time, please close the
combustion air intake to prevent the stove from moisture.

Q

Before installing a chimney calculation must be made. The
evidence must be performed for single occupancy to EN13384‑1
and EN13384‑2 for multiple occupancy.

Q

The maximum draft of the chimney should not exceed 15 Pa.

Q

The derivation of the flue gases must be guaranteed even during
a temporary power outage.

Note
If connecting to multiple connection chimneys and depending on
country regulations, additional safety equipment is required. Your
local chimney sweep will advise you in this case.

Note
Please note that problems may arise due to updrafts in the case
of combustion air supply from an integrated chimney ventilation
shaft. If the combustion air flowing downwards is heated it may
rise and thus counter the chimney with a resistance which in turn
reduces the negative pressure in the combustion chamber. The
chimney manufacturer is to guarantee that the resistance for the
combustion air is a maximum 2 Pa even in the least favourable
operating state of the chimney.
If one or more of these conditions does NOT apply, the result is poor
combustion in the stove and negative pressure in the installation
room.

Note
Be sure to prevent condensed water from entering via the flue
connection. You may need to have a condensate ring installed ask your chimney sweeping expert for more information. Damages
caused by condensate are excluded from manufacturer’s warranty.
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Note
Assembly may only be performed by authorised specialist
companies.

3. IMPORTANT INFORMATION
General warning and safety information

First heating

Observance of the introductory general warning information is
imperative.

The stove body, just as various steel parts, cast iron parts and the
flue pipes are painted with a heat resistant paint. During the first
heating the paint dries out completely. This may cause a slight smell.
Touching or cleaning the painted surfaces during the curing should
be avoided. The hardening of the paint is finished after the first
heating with high power.

Q

Read the entire manual thoroughly before installing and putting
the stove into service. Observe the national provisions and laws
as well as the regulations and rules applicable locally.

Q

RIKA stoves should only be installed in rooms with normal humidity
(dry areas according to VDE 0100 Part 200). The furnaces are not
splash water protected and may not be installed in wet areas.

Q

Only approved transport equipment with sufficient load carrying
capacity may be used with your heating appliance.

Q

Your heating appliance is not suitable for use as a ladder or
stationary scaffolding.

Q

The burning of fuel releases heat energy that lead to extensive
heating of the stove surfaces, doors, door and operating handles,
glass, flue pipes and possibly the front wall. Refrain from touching
these parts without appropriate protective clothing or equipment
e.g. heat-resistant gloves or means of operation (operating
handle).

Q

Make your children aware of this particular danger and keep
them away from the stove during heating.

Q

Only burn approved heating materials.

Q

The combustion or introduction of highly flammable or explosive
materials such as empty spray cans etc. in the combustion
chamber and storing them near the stove is strictly prohibited
due to the danger of explosion.

Q

No light or inflammable clothing is to be worn when post-heating.

Q

Use the heat-resistant gloves supplied to open the doors of your
stove.

Q

Make sure that no embers fall out of the combustion chamber
onto inflammable material.

Q

Placing non-heat resistant objects on the stove or near it is
prohibited.

Q

Do not place clothing on the stove to dry.

Q

Laundry racks etc. must be placed at a sufficient distance to the
stove – ACUTE DANGER OF FIRE!

Q

When your stove is burning, the use of highly inflammable and
explosive materials in the same or adjacent rooms is prohibited.

Q

If the stove is heated in continuous operation, the cleaning
intervals are shorter. Increased wear, especially of the thermally
stressed parts, is the result. Please therefore strictly follow the
requirements for cleaning and maintenance!

Note
Waste and liquids may not be burnt in the stove!
Note
To prevent your stove from overheating of the internal components,
do never cover the convection fins!
Note
CAUTION when filling the pellet container. The opening of the pellet
container is sufficiently dimensioned to ensure easy filling. Take
great care that no pellets drop to the convection fins and the hot
stove body. This can cause a lot of smoke.
Tip
Therefore we recommend refilling the pellet container at a cold
stove.
Note
Your stove will expand and contract during the heating and cooling
phase. This can sometimes lead to slight bending or cracking
noises. This is normal and is no reason for a complaint.

Floor bearing capacity
Ensure that the substructure is capable of bearing the weight of the
stove prior to set-up.
Note
No modifications may be made to the firing installation. This also
leads to loss of warranty and guarantee.
Floor protection
A glass, sheet steel or ceramic plate is recommended, if the floor is
combustible (wood, carpet, etc.). Please observe the respective local
regulations and rules.
Flue pipe connection
Q

Flue pipes pose a particular source of hazard regarding gas leaks
and fire. Get the advice of an authorised specialist company for
the layout and assembly.

Q

Please observe the corresponding installation guidelines for walls
panelled with wood when connecting your flue pipes to the stove.

Q

Observe the formation of flue gas (atmospheric inversion) and
draughts when the weather is unfavourable.

Q

Infeed of too little combustion air can lead to smoke in the rooms
or to flue gas leaks. Hazardous deposits in the stove and chimney
may also occur.

Q

If flue gas escapes, let the fire burn out and check whether all the
air inlet openings are free and the flue gas pipes and the stove
pipe are clean. If in doubt notify the master chimney sweep since
draught malfunctions may be connected to your chimney.

The correct chimney connection
There are several ways to connect your stove to the chimney, eg:
*1

Q

Suitable for multiple occupancy. (Note the different country
regulations.)

Q

These may only be operated with the combustion chamber door
closed.

Q

The combustion chamber door is to be kept closed when the
stove is not in operation.

Q

Fouling of the chimney i.e. deposits of highly inflammable materials
such as soot and tar and subsequently fire in the chimney may
occur if the chimney is miscalculated and dimensioned wrong.

Q

If this occurs, disconnect the mains plug. Phone the fire brigade
and get yourself and other residents out of harm’s way.

Note
Your pellet stove has been tested as a room-air independent stove
according to EN14785. It can be operated room air dependent or
room air independent.
ROOM-AIR INDEPENDENT OPERATION:
The stove is certificated for type FC52x / FC62x of the approval
principles for the inspection and evaluation of ambient air
independent fireplaces specified by the Deutsches Institut für
Bautechnik (DIBT) (German Institute for Building Technology).
Thanks to an air-tight configuration of the air supply line and flue
pipes the stove may be operated in air-tight rooms and in rooms
with room-air installations (e.g. controlled ventilation and venting
systems, extractors etc.).
ROOM-AIR DEPENDENT OPERATION:
In combination with room-air installations (e.g. controlled
ventilation and venting systems (extractors etc.) it must
be ensured that the stove and the room air system are
monitored and safeguarded mutually (e.g. via a differential
pressure controller). The combustion air infeed of approx.
20 m3/h must be ensured.
Please observe the respective local regulations and rules in
consultation with your master chimney sweep. For changes after
the printing of this manual, we can not assume any liability. We
reserve the right to change without notice.

*2

*3

Note
The sections for circulating air and supply air, as prescribed in the
“Fachregeln des Ofen- und Luftheizungsbauerhandwerks TR-OL
2006” (rules of the tiled stove and air heating system builder trade)
must be observed.
A supply air section of 200cm2, and a circulating air section of
200cm2 have already been provided in the appliance.

*1

*2

*3

1) wind break, 2) chimney, 3) inspection opening
For the selection of the connection and to ensure a proper connection
between the stove and chimney, please read the guide „INSTALLING
THE STOVE“ or ask your local chimney sweep.
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Stoves type 1 (BA 1):

Prior to set up

Delivered parts E15883 Revivo 140 / E16078 Revivo 125

Q

1x B18200 REVIVO 140 without shell black or

Q

4x N112132 Hexagon head wood screw

Q

1x B18322 REVIVO 125 without shell black

Q

4x N112133 Reca multi-use dowel RMU D14

Q

4x N112131 Washer

Q

1x B18181 Base complete

Q

4x N111945 Self-locking nut

Q

1x B18182 Base assembled

Q

1x B18480 Flue pipe DM 100 mm / L 177 mm

Q

1x Z37305 Opener for convection grill

Q

1x E15884 Flue pipe DM 100 mm / L 800 mm

Q

1x N112017 Key

Q

1x B18198 Flue collector

Q

1x Z37505 Operating manuel REVIVO IT/EN

Q

1x Z37509 Assembly instructions REVIVO IT/EN

Note
t is strongly recommended to use the “RIKA installation kit E16223”
for installation. Ask your local RIKA-dealer for it.

Supply range of control panel variants
E15886 consisting of:
Q

Control panel / flush mounting cover / bracket / flush mounting frame

Q

Magnet / Adjusting screws

Q

4x Wall plug D6 / 4x flat washer D6 / 4x chipboard screw D4x40

E15887 consisting of:
Q

Control panel / wall mounting cover / wall bracket

Q

Magnet / Adjusting screws

Q

4x Wall plug D6 / 4x flat washer D6 / 4x chipboard screw D4x40

Explanations to symbols

#2

...Installation
works

...Manually

...Allen key #2, #5

...Adjust
horizontally

3
# 10

...Three persons
...Open-end
wrench SW10,
SW13, SW17, SW19

...Hex #07, #08,
# 8 #10
...Mounting
adhesive

Note
Read the entire manual thoroughly before installing and putting the stove into service. Observe the national provisions and laws as well as
the regulations and rules applicable locally.

Safety clearances
Note
In the inside space the pellet stove insert must be surrounded by incombustible materials.
The following safety clearances must be observed in the inside space:
b > 50mm, c > 50mm

EN

The following safety clearances must be observed from the front:
a > 400mm (to non-combustible objects)
a > 800mm (to combustible objects)
Note
When being installed in a recess, the overhang may be a maximum of 20cm.
Note
The sections for circulating air and supply air, as prescribed in the “Fachregeln des Ofen- und Luftheizungsbauerhandwerks TR-OL 2006”
(rules of the tiled stove and air heating system builder trade) must be observed. A supply air section of 200cm2, and a circulating air section
of 200cm2 have already been provided in the appliance.

Top view:

b

b

a

a

Installation variants (minimum dimensions of inside space)

A

B

C

Left side flue connection

Rear side flue connection

Right side flue connection

>30cm

>30cm

>30cm

>43cm
31cm

52,5cm

72cm

>84cm

>50cm

>64cm

43cm

>50cm
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>64cm

31cm
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A

43cm

>43cm

>30cm

>50cm

52,5cm

52,5cm

Note
For any type of flue connection, the total height of the inner space must be a minimum of 140 cm (Revivo 140), or 125 cm (Revivo 125).
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Dimensions Revivo 125
Rauchrohr
100mm
L=800mm

525

431

1263

1278

100

953

70

359

50

Rauchrohr
100mm
L=190mm

119

664

306

Dimensions
Height

[mm]

1263

Width

[mm]

525

Corpus depth

[mm]

663

Pellet filling height

[mm]

1278

Flue pipe outlet

[mm]

100

Rear connection height

[mm]

953

Rear connection side distance

[mm]

306

Top connection, clearance from front

[mm]

431

Flue pipe connection

Fresh air connection
Diameter

[mm]

50

Connection height

[mm]

359

Side distance

[mm]

119

Back side distance

[mm]

70

Dimensions Revivo 140
Rauchrohr
100mm
L=800mm

525

EN

433

953

1386

1235

100

70

359

50

Rauchrohr
100mm
L=190mm

119

667

306

Dimensions
Height

[mm]

1386

Width

[mm]

525

Corpus depth

[mm]

663

Pellet filling height

[mm]

1235

Flue pipe outlet

[mm]

100

Rear connection height

[mm]

953

Rear connection side distance

[mm]

306

Top connection, clearance from front

[mm]

433

Diameter

[mm]

50

Connection height

[mm]

359

Side distance

[mm]

119

Back side distance

[mm]

70

Flue pipe connection

Fresh air connection
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Preparing the warm-air tiled stove
When adapting an existent warm-air tiled stove, all steps, covers, bases and similar, if any, must be removed. The recess must be flush with
the floor.

* according to installation variant (see page 3 - installation variants)

Preparing the control panel variants
Installation left side

Installation right side

Flush-mounted variant

Wall-mounted variant

TX

Note
The distance to the floor must not exceed h ≤ 130 cm. When the display is mounted on the left side, the maximum distance between control
panel and pellet stove insert must not exceed l ≤ 300 cm, when mounted on the right side, the distance must not exceed r ≤ 250 cm.

Preparing the electrical connection
Before installing the pellet stove insert, the electrical connection must be prepared by a qualified expert (for schuko plug 230V/50Hz).

Remove the front cover.

Mounting the lower base
Remove the four fastening bolts and lift the flue collector off the
base.
Both retaining sheets have only been required for transport
purposes.

EN

#8

Put the base module in place inside the warm-air tiled stove. The
front edge of the bottom plate must be flush with the front of the
tiled stove.

Remove both transport securing screws and lift the complete base
unit off the pallet.

#10

#5

Adjust the base module horizontally by means of the adjusting
screws.
Secure the base module using the dowels, washers and screws
included in the shipment.
The installation variant C (RIGHT SIDE flue connection) is premounted:
For installation variant A (LEFT SIDE flue connection) or B REAR SIDE
flue connection), you need to interchange the flue pipe attachment
and the blind cover.

#19

Be sure of leak tightness!

#8
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Connect the flue pipe to your flue (according to available connection
possibilities). Be sure of leak tightness!

Mounting the flue collector
Connect the upper base to the flue collector by means of the flue
pipe (l=177mm) included in the shipment. Be sure of leak tightness!
Attach the flue collector additionally to the upper base with two hex
screws.
Adjust the flue collector horizontally by means of the two adjustable
feet.

#8

#5

Mounting the stove module
Loosen the mechanical lock on the pull-out guide.
ZExtract the pull-out guide fully towards the front, securing it with
both lock screws.

Flue connection

#8

Slide the flue pipe with a heat protection jacket (l=800mm) onto the
flue collector.
Be sure of leak tightness!

Remove the four lock nuts securing the stove module on the
transport rack.
Note
CAUTION - now the stove module is not secured anymore!

Fasten the heat protection jacket to the flue collector using selftapping hex screws (4x).

Insert the lifting handles in the openings provided for that purpose.

3

#8

Now lift the stove module onto the pull-out guide.

Remove the lifting handles and secure the stove module with the
lock nuts included in the shipment (4x).

Lay the control panel cable alongside the lower base (behind the
cover), running it through the opening of the touch display.

EN

#10

Secure the drag chain on the stove module with two hex screws.

Be sure that the On/Off (I/O) switch is in OFF (O) position and connect
the power cable to the mains supply.

#8

Note
Be sure that no cable can touch a hot surface.

Adjusting the front panel
Turn the lock screws on the pull-out guide upwards again, carefully
pushing the stove module into the warm-air tiled stove.
Check the clearance between front panel and tiled stove.

#8

Attach the end of the drag chain to the base module.

#2

Note
The minimum clearance between front panel and brickwork must
be 5mm!

Mount the bottom cover on the base module.

#8

The clearance between front panel and warm-air tiled stove can be
adjusted laterally over the fastening of the front panel to the stove
body.
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Securing the stove module

Wall mounted installation of control panel

Remove the lower convection grill using the opener included in the
shipment.

Connect the control panel cable to the touch display and fasten the
wall mounting cover on the wall bracket using the magnets included
in the shipment.

Switch the mechanical lock of the pull-out guide into (horizontal)
operating position again.

#5

Flush mounted installation of control
panel
Attach the bracket on the flush mounting frame, connect the control
display cable to the touch display and fasten the flush mounting
cover on the bracket using the magnets included in the shipment.

#8

Note
If the mechanical lock is not in (horizontal) operating position, an
error message “stove not in position” will be displayed once power
supply has been established again.
Activate the ON/OFF (I/O) switch and put the appliance into
operation.

EN

Your notes:
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